ABSTRACT Most current models of matter-flux in hot stars place its origin in radiation pressure, and then model the flow explicitly to produce no chromosphere-corona. Our model of the stellar atmosphere as a transition zone between stellar interior and interstellar medium places the origin of matter-flux, chromosphere-corona, and spectral "emission classes" in subatmospheric nonthermal kinetic energy storage, equally for all stars, hot or cold. Current observations of both hot and cold stars suggest chromospheres to be a universal phenomenon, correlated with matterfluxes, and enhanced in "emission-class" stars. To clarify the difference between the two kinds of models above, we reformulate the wind-tunnel analogy to stellar winds, suggesting that stars satisfy an "imperfect," rather than "perfect," such model; i.e., transsonic shocks occur before the throat, corresponding to an imposed outward velocity in the storage section, or subatmosphere. We then investigate the stability of an arbitrary stellar atmosphere, hot or cold, to suggest a cause for such an outward subatmospheric velocity. Subject heading: stars : winds I. INTRODUCTION There is increasing interest in the empirical association of, thus in a possible common cause for, three stellar atmospheric phenomena: (1) chromospheres and coronae; (2) stellar winds or matter-fluxes; (3) the appearance of certain spectral lines in emission instead of in absorption as in "normal" stars of that (T^f, g) type, which gives rise to the (solar, T Tauri), (B, Be), (O, Of), etc., distinctions in stellar classification. We have begun to explore this association, theoretically and empirically, as part of an investigation of those concepts and phenomena whose understanding may provide a universal pattern of stellar atmospheric structure (Pecker, Praderie, and Thomas, 1973; Thomas 1973a; Pecker and Thomas 1976) .
I. INTRODUCTION
There is increasing interest in the empirical association of, thus in a possible common cause for, three stellar atmospheric phenomena: (1) chromospheres and coronae; (2) stellar winds or matter-fluxes; (3) the appearance of certain spectral lines in emission instead of in absorption as in "normal" stars of that (T^f, g) type, which gives rise to the (solar, T Tauri), (B, Be), (O, Of), etc., distinctions in stellar classification. We have begun to explore this association, theoretically and empirically, as part of an investigation of those concepts and phenomena whose understanding may provide a universal pattern of stellar atmospheric structure (Pecker, Praderie, and Thomas, 1973; Thomas 1973a; Pecker and Thomas 1976) .
Theoretically, we conjecture that such association and common basic cause for (l)-(3) should be expected from two structural properties of a star when it is viewed as a concentration of matter and energy in the interstellar medium: (i) Because the star is an open system (in the nonEquilibrium thermodynamic sense), it must have a matter-flux, and an additional outward flux of mechanical energy that need not transport matter, in addition to the usual radiative flux, (ii) Possibly all actual stars have nonthermal as well as thermal storage modes for energy; these can be convection, pulsation, rotation, etc; their existence cannot be a priori assumed to have negligible effect on the amplitudes of matter and energy fluxes of (i). All stellar atmospheric models that have as parameters only (Teff? g) do indeed assume such nonthermal storage modes to have negligible effect upon atmospheric structure, because they impose hydrostatic and radiative equilibria.
Empirically, we have attempted to draw conclusions that are relevant to the above theoretical conjecture, from (a) the sizes of the observed matter-fluxes in whatever spectral types they have been observed (Thomas 19736) ; (ß) the correlation between hydrogen Ha flux and Balmer continuum excess (relative to the Paschen continuum) for a range of T Tauri stars (Dumont et al. 1973) ; (y) the profiles of Balmer and Ca n H and K lines in these same T Tauri stars (Dumont, Heidmann, and Thomas, 1976) . The results (a) demonstrate that the outward velocity associated with the matter-flux of (i) reaches the one-dimensional thermal velocity quite low in the atmosphere: empirically, R(thermal-point)R(photosphere) < 1.04 for stars ranging from W-R to the Sun to M supergiants. R is the radial coordinate. The results (ß) give the beginning of a chromosphere heating of the Balmer continuum at r 5 ä 10 " 1 for T Tauri stars, by comparison with t 5 ae 10" 4 for the Sun. This value lies very close to the value suggested long ago by Herbig (1962) for T Tauri. The results (y) suggest that the atmosphere has an outward systematic velocity which follows a chromospheric rise in thermal velocity for T Tauri. Overall, (a)-(y) suggest that the outward velocity producing the matter-flux (i) increases outward, reaching the one-dimensional thermal velocity and being associated with mechanical energy dissipation to produce a chromosphere quite low in the atmosphere, thereafter increasing outward parallel to the thermal velocity. The several kinds of results (a)-(y) apply only to cool, solar-type stars; only (a) includes the hotter stars. We seek (ß) and (y) evidence for hot stars.
II. THE WIND-TUNNEL ANALOGIES TO STELLAR WINDS a) Kinds of Wind Tunnels and Boundary Conditions for Flow
We define a perfect supersonic wind-tunnel as a reservoir of inviscid gas, whose macroscopic velocity is subsonic, linked to the exterior environment by a contraction-expansion nozzle, so designed that the gas reaches the exterior at supersonic velocity without having produced a shockwave. So consider the adiabatic flow of an inviscid gas in a converging-diverging channel, whose area is prespecified as A{x). Then matter-continuity gives with p, F as density and velocity: 1 pVA = constant;
(1) the one-dimensional, steady-state, flow equation is pVdV/dx = -dP/dx; (2) and the adiabatic relation
gives for the integral of (2) along a streamline : F 2 /2 + (y/(y -l))P/p = V 2 J2 + a 2 l(y -1) = constant, (4) where a 2 = yq 2 = ykTjM,
q is the one-dimensional thermal velocity, M is the mean molecular mass, and F = pkT/M = pq 2 .
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Combining equations (1) and (2) and using relation (3) gives v dV IcP i\ __ a 2 dA(x) dx\V 2 ) ~ A dx (7) This is a caricature wind-tunnel in the sense that we neglect the two-dimensional aspect of the flow. But it exhibits the essential features of the problem, which are i) A(x) is a priori specified: the wind-tunnel design.
ii) The derivative dF/dx remains positive, giving superthermal exit velocities, if (a) in the initial throat-section, dA/dx = 0 and V = constant > 0; (ß) the initial variation of A{x) is converging, dAjdx < 0; and a 2 > V 2 ; (y) dA/dx = 0 at the "sonic point" V 2 = a 2 ; and (S) no shockwave occurs either before or after the sonic point. iii) Expansion-flow occurs if either (a) F(initial) > 0 and/or (ß) P[x < x(4 min )] > P[x > x(v4 min )]; initial, final correspond to x « x(y4 min ), »xG4 min ), respectively. iv) //'there is no external heating, the maximum final velocity is given by
1,2^l nlt (8) y -i using (iiß) and taking y = 5/3. That is, the ultimate macroscopic flow kinetic energy comes at the expense of the initial thermal energy. If we increase this thermal energy by heating the gas during the flow, e.g., by electromagnetic radiation to gas, we can increase F max 2 by whatever thermal energy can be put into the flow by that heating. If we decrease the thermal energy during the flow-e.g., by electromagnetic or by acoustic radiation from gas-we can decrease F m a X 2 . Each of these departures from adiabatic flow must be considered by replacing (3) by an energy equation that includes these nonadiabatic effects.
If, now, we actually want to construct a wind-tunnel that, for given F lnit 2 and given P(init/P(environ), produces a supersonic flow to the environment, without producing a shock-wave, we have to design A(x) to meet these two imposed conditions and the one desired condition. On the other hand, if A(x) is also given a priori, then we must ask: Does supersonic flow result, without a shock-wave? by solving the flow problem for these three a priori given conditions. And of course, if the gas can be heated or cooled, this fact must be incorporated in the energy equation replacing (3). Generally, such a "perfect" flow will not result,/or a priori given A(x). If V = a occurs after ^4 (min), we have accelerated, then decelerated subsonic flow. If V = a occurs before ,4(min), we will find arbitrarily large dV/dx, hence the necessity for different equations (2) and (3) corresponding to shocks, viscosity, heat conduction, etc. We must investigate, not impose, the position in the given wind-tunnel where V -a first occurs : we cannot automatically impose the condition (iiS) above, that the "sonic point" occur at the "throat," dA/dx = 0, of the windtunnel: If condition (iiS) is violated, we say the tunnel is "imperfect." We assert: real stars correspond to "imperfect" wind-tunnels.
b) Stellar Wind Models in Terms of Boundary Conditions Taken from the Wind-Tunnel Analogy
Consider now the basis for the stellar analogy to the wind-tunnel (Clauser, Germain, etc.) . The right-hand side of (7) is replaced by
and the left-hand side remains the same if sonic velocity a is replaced by one-dimensional thermal velocity q, and d/dx by d/dr, in the spherically symmetric case. The quantity ß is the ratio of radiation pressure to gravity; g(r) is determined by subatmospheric parts of the star; q 2 and all the remaining terms are determined by the atmospheric parts, under the usual assumption of radiative equilibrium, which is valid if V 2 « q 2 . This situation corresponds to ^4(x) being prescribed a priori, in the above wind-tunnel analogy.
Consider now the simple condition that the wind-tunnel "work," i.e., that a stellar wind can exist with small, but not necessarily zero, velocities in the subatmosphere. First, we must have an outward acceleration of the flow corresponding to (iiß) above. This requires that the right-hand side of (7), given by (9) above, be positive. The parameter gr/2q 2 is, empirically, for all stars ^ 10 2 . Thus, unless d\n T/d In r 2 exceeds about 10 2 , which implies a deep-lying chromosphere, we must have radiation pressure less than gravity-ß < 1-for an outward-accelerated flow to occur. So unless the flow already has superthermic velocity in the subatmosphere, which again implies a chromosphere, such flow as produces the observed winds cannot exist unless ß < 1. Introducing radiation-pressure to modify w 0 (eff) requires ß ^ 0.9 to change the conclusion.
Given the condition ß < 1, the condition (iii) above gives the two alternatives (iiia) and (iiiß). We call the situation where F(init) in (iiia) goes asymptotically to some nonzero velocity, no matter how small, a nonthermal kinetic-energy initiated outward flow. That is, the boundary condition on such nonthermal subatmospheric kinetic energy storage is that it produces an outward velocity. By contrast, if ^(initial) goes asymptotically to zero, we say the subatmospheric nonthermal kinetic energy storage is uncoupled to the atmosphere. [As mentioned No. 3, 1977 ORIGIN OF STELLAR WINDS 913 above, this condition of "uncoupling" is the basis for all atmospheric models that rest only on (7;^, g).] That is, effectively we impose F(initial) in the condition (iiia) to be so small that it has no effect on locating the position of the "thermal-point," which replaces the "sonic-point" of the wind-tunnel. Thus there remains only the analog of the pressure condition (iiiß) to initiate the flow. Consider this analog: (1) for the Parker solar-wind model, which takes as initial condition the presence of a chromosphere heated by a mechanical energy flux that does not transport matter; (2) for our suggested alternative; and (3) for other wind-models that exclude chromospheres. 1. The Parker solar-wind model-The "reservoir" of the wind-tunnel [the section x « ,4(min)] is taken as the solar corona; thus, it is "hot"; the heating mechanism is taken as the standard "acoustic noise" mechanism that does not produce a matter-flux, only a mechanical energy flux (Kippenhahn 1973) . Thus, the "static" condition Pi -> 0 (asymptotically at depth in the chromosphere, photosphere) is adopted. Parker then shows, adopting a model for change in T e outward from the corona that is not radiative equilibrium, that one reaches the interstellar medium (ISM) with a pressure excess compared with the ISM. Hence, the condition (iiijS) is satisfied, and an outward flow is initiated. Initially, the flow in the corona is taken to satisfy V « q; so the thermal point occurs somewhere outside this "lower" corona.
The problem is the self-consistency of this flow "produced" by the solar corona. The lower boundary condition cited, V(r) -> 0 with depth, must actually be replaced by V(r) -> FJp, where F m is the matter-flux consistent with the "hot" wind-tunnel reservoir, or corona. The usual argument against the necessity for such replacement is: the corona is heated by acoustic radiation from the convective zone; the "convective" properties that produce such radiation follow directly from the subatmospheric, not coronal, conditions; the energy contained in acoustic radiation and wind is too small to perturb the convective solution in the subatmosphere. The argument fails when one notes that these "usual" convective solutions depend on the boundary condition = 0 at the "top" of the convective region; so "adjoining" a "penetrative" part of the flow with iv / 0 is not permitted. A "correct" set of boundary conditions would permit F m # 0; and the actual value of F m , together with that of any acoustic flux that does not transport matter, would result from this self-consistent solution. In short, the solar corona does not produce the solar wind; wind and chromosphere-corona are produced simultaneously by a self-consistent solution of the subatmospheric convective problem, in the present extended sense. Indeed, if current suggestions that nonradial oscillations, rather than convection, produce the observed solar atmospheric oscillations are correct, we must solve that problem with its self-consistent boundary conditions on F m and energy transport. Until such complete solutions have been performed, one cannot predict the effect of change in boundary value for F m upon either the subatmospheric portion or the photospheric portion, or upon chromosphere-corona and wind. One can only proceed parametrically, but with the awareness that boundary conditions are fixed equally in subatmosphere and in the fluxes of matter and nonthermal kinetic energy, as well as of electromagnetic radiation. So, in essence, one needs as parameters F m and nonthermal kinetic flux in addition to photon flux (or r e ff)-2. The model of a wind as discriminating between subatmospheric thermal and nonthermal kinetic energy storage.-From the foregoing, we see that it is not the condition (iiiß) applied to the corona which drives the solar wind analogy to the wind-tunnel, but rather condition (iiia), applied to the subatmosphere. The "reservoir" of the wind-tunnel is the subatmosphere, not the corona. The wind-tunnel is "imperfect," not "perfect"; the chromosphere corresponds to the flow becoming "thermal," or "sonic"-producing a shock-before the "throat."
To see all this more explicitly, we contrast stellar atmospheric models having only subatmospheric thermal storage with those having also nonthermal kinetic energy storage. The former type models are those existing throughout the literature, under the assumptions of hydrostatic equilibrium and radiative equilibrium; a non-LTE character is, however, essential in determining the value of T e , hence pressure, far from the star. At low enough density, T e is determined by spectral distribution, or quality, of / v ; this applies equally to stellar atmosphere and to an interstellar medium that contains only thermal-storage stars, so that the only heating is J v averaged over all stars (Menzel, Baker, and Aller 1938; Cayrel 1963; Gebbie and Thomas 1971) . In the outer atmosphere, T e then becomes essentially isothermal, changing very slowly as changes from control by the local star to control by the ensemble. Thus p has essentially the isothermal distribution Empirical values for all stars give w 0 2 lq 2 ^ 250; thus p, and hence pressure, would decrease to 10 " 100 its photospheric value within a few stellar radii, if there were no interstellar medium. Instead, the decrease must stop at ISM pressures. So, clearly, there is no problem in matching non-LTE atmospheric model to ISM pressures, for stars with only photospheres. Parker's arguments hold only when there is a corona, where q 2 rises by a factor 100 for the Sun. Thus we see that stars having only photospheres do not satisfy either condition (iiia) or (iiiß); hence there is no significant wind (Thomas 1973è ).
If we admit winds from essentially all spectral classes, as the observational data imply (Thomas 19736) , the preceding paragraph and the Parker solar wind model described above imply no alternative but to accept nonthermal kinetic energy storage modes in the subatmosphere. It is irrelevant whether these are convection, pulsation, rotation, etc., if a solution for such storage mode with nonzero F m can be established. In § III we show that the © American Astronomical Society • Provided by the NASA Astrophysics Data System atmosphere is unstable against any small perturbation in the form of an outward velocity, giving such an F m ^ 0. Classically, one establishes the existence of pulsation and convective modes in the subatmosphere, by showing instability against the occurrence of such modes, given an initial perturbation of that form. So our demonstration of the necessity to admit a small nonzero outward velocity, producing a nonzero F m , lies in the same category. 3. The question of origin of winds from radiation pressure.-In paragraphs (1) and (2) above, we noted that (i) ß > 0 is required for a positive acceleration of the flow; (ii) ß ^ 0.9 is required to destroy the possibility of pressurebalance in photospheric (thermal storage) models; (iii) The condition (iiy) is not applicable as a boundary condition, unless one designs A(x); in the stellar case, the equivalent of A(x) (right-hand side of eq. [9]) is given a priori, so one must investigate whether (iiy) is satisfied.
In the radiation-pressure references cited, LS and CC simply take (iiy) as a boundary condition, implicitly taking this boundary condition as the cause of the flow. CAK assert that for certain exceptional, very hot stars, ß > 1, so flow occurs. As shown in the above discussion, this is an insufficient condition. Again, they obtain their results by applying (iiy) as a boundary condition. (It is interesting that CAK and CC obtain the same results on F m , from presumably quite different physical arguments, but CAK contains no reference to CC.) None of these papers investigates whether, indeed, a pressure excess, under a static stellar model with their presumed radiation pressure, would exist in the ISM, as we have discussed above.
We cannot therefore accept these papers as showing how the flow initiates. The further arguments in CAK on the possible additional acceleration of a flow with sufficiently large differential velocities, caused by some other mechanism to initiate the flow, may be applicable; they are not our concern in the present paper.
Finally, we note that it is essential, when discussing such flow problems, to use a set of equations which contains those terms that would produce a dissipative heating and chromosphere if the thermal point occurred before the expansion point, as in the imperfect wind-tunnel model. LS, CC, and CAK do not use equations which include such terms ; nor do their equations contain terms which describe how the transition from quasi-Equilibrium to nonEquilibrium effects occur. Indeed, it is clear that their equations, plus their imposing (iiy) as a boundary condition, prohibit a priori the occurrence of chromospheres by including no terms that are dissipative under large velocity gradients and by prohibiting thermal velocity to occur before escape velocity. Unfortunately, observations (e.g., Lamers and Rogerson 1975) show chromospheres to exist in just those kinds of stars for which their models were developed. Thus, in addition to our above theoretical objections, there are empirical objections to the models' applicability to real stars. So, in Appendix A, we briefly sketch how a more complete set of equations can be developed, containing terms describing various kinds of transition from quasi-Equilibrium to nonEquilibrium, thus capable of producing the various atmospheric regions, including chromosphere. We stress the importance of this point, relative to the association between the three phenomena of the Introduction: winds, chromospheres, and emission lines.
III. STABILITY OF A PHOTOSPHERE AGAINST ONE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMATIC OUTWARD FLOW
a) Equations For all the reasons mentioned in the Introduction, it suffices to consider one-dimensional plane-parallel flow.
(Where appropriate, we comment on the effect of introducing spherically symmetric flow.) We also consider the time-independent situation; thus our stability criteria focus on outward spatial amplification of any disturbance, which is, after all, the point of interest.
2 This suppresses the fluctuating component of the flow. In § IV we treat this latter effect. Then in this situation, equations (A22)-(A28) of Appendix A reduce to, setting C x = U:
It is useful to make several "physical" remarks on these equations, preliminary to using them.
2 But see Appendix B for inclusion of terms in time.
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First, terms labeled "stat" in equation (13), which describes the evolution of microscopic energy storage, designate those which would be present if there were only thermal storage modes in the subatmosphere. Terms labeled "kin" only arise if nonthermal storage modes exist. Given only thermal storage modes, the distribution of T e -given that such a parameter exists because of the LTE assumption (A8) for microscopic velocities-follows from (13), pow/W;; jointly with the determination of the density distribution. Given T e , this latter, p, follows from (14), which describes the evolution of macroscopic energy storage. We return to this thermal case in § \l\b below. For nonthermal storage modes involving very small macroscopic velocity, the perturbation of [/-terms on (13) and (14) is small, and U follows from (12), which describes evolution of matter storage. For larger [/, and dU/dx, this simple step-by-step separation of the determination of T e , p, [/breaks down and the equations must be solved simultaneously. But in the evolution of U from very small values, it is convenient to keep this picture in mind.
Second, in the moving-medium photon equations (15)- (17), which, as mentioned, should really be viewed as complementary to (13) and (14), respectively, we have grouped terms according to their coefficients Ujc. The importance of these coefficients increases as we move outward in the atmosphere if, indeed, U amplifies outward, as it must to produce the observed matter-fluxes. But the importance of the radiation terms depends strongly on the even or odd power of p involved in their definition. In the optically-deep atmosphere, F and K are small compared with/and r p: in the optically thin atmosphere, only /(out) counts and the difference is not great. Thus, in (17), the second term, involving Fand K, is not important relative to the first, involving r pc, until U/c is significant. Whereas in (15), under conditions such that radiation pressure is comparable to gas pressure, the second term, involving / and r p, is important when divergence of thermal energy content of matter-flux, (Up)q 2 l2, is comparable to divergence of radiative flux. That is, the terms involving C//c are important in affecting T e much before they are important in affecting p. The same remark holds for the dl/dp term in the coefficient of dU/dx. Then we note that when / v is sufficiently isotropic that r p can be mimicked by p r , we have, setting, p rv = ß v (r r )47r/3c and h v ¡kT r = 7 V : r c , Ti denote T r for continuum and line-center:
if we mimic the line by a V-shaped profile (absorption) or inverted V for emission. This assumes the velocity is not high enough to give any asymmetry to the line. Similar algebra holds for the K v term corresponding to the above p rv term. So in a not-too-crude way we have : replacing the F v term in (14) by ( 
second order : (Ulc)(dFldx + 3dK¡dx) + (dUlcdx)(4K).
Replacing the (/ -5) term in (13) by (15) gives
second order : (Ulc)[dJldx + (3cl47r)dp r ldx] + (dUlcdx)4cp r l4TT,
and we carry only first-order terms in the following.
b) Unperturbed Model This corresponds to a photosphere in either conductive or radiative equilibrium, in which all terms involving U or dUjdx are zero. Because, in deriving (14) and (16), we multiplied by [/, it is the coefficients of U which must vanish. So we have for the unperturbed model the usual photospheric equations for a static medium: From (13)- (15): from (41) and (42): or, using (6):
. dF ' dh n -4 "S + S-0; dp drP . dx -98 dx ' 2 dp q dk=- The solution of (21) gives the distribution of T e ; and the solution of (22), using this T e , gives p. In the simplest cases, the solutions can be separated; but even if (21) and (22) must be solved simultaneously, there is no great physical problem, only computational. Generally, in stellar atmospheres in this thermal example, the radiative term in (21) dominates; so the solution results as T e (r), not T e {x). The quantity r is any convenient r; mass-depth is equivalent. The important thing is that we perturb the solution T e (j), p(r), not in terms of x, because it is the opacity properties of the atmosphere that fix T e , but in terms of t. If h, rather than F, were the important term in (21), we would have T e (x), etc.
Thus, denoting the conditions in the unperturbed model by subscript zero, it is convenient to write the equations characterizing the model as T e0 = T e0 (r)
+ (24) writing dr = -apdx .
In this plane-parallel model we take g as constant; we also take a as depending only on T e .
c) Perturbed Model
For reasons of physical simplicity, we neglect here the ¿-dependence, but include it in Appendix B. We use the unperturbed model of § Ilia, and perturb it only by admitting some nonzero, but small, U. We keep constant all those quantities that depend only on r; i.e., T e , r p, J, F, /, K. Thus we consider only equations (12) and (14) 
We retain p' because, as we shall see, the departure of p from p Q first appears when p' is significant. Then (12) and (26) can be written in terms of r as the independent variable instead of x\ 
Then looking for perturbations on the static model described by (23) and (24), and recognizing again that q, T e , r p, 9, a remain constant, we write P = Po + Pil ( 29 ) and U is itself the perturbed value. Inserting (29) into (27) and (28), neglecting second-order terms (i.e., products of U and p x with themselves), and applying (24), we obtain for the description of the perturbation: 
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Thus, the atmosphere is unstable against a small radial velocity perturbation if d (In p)[dr > 0; U will grow with decreasing r. From (24), this instability criterion is satisfied so long as the right-hand side of (24) is positive; that is, so long as gravity exceeds the radiation pressure plus temperature gradient term. The larger the radiation pressure gradient, the more stable is the atmosphere. This result is of course immediately evident from (12) and our earlier remarks on succssive determination of T ey p, and U from (13) + (15), (14) + (16), and (12), in that order. From (12), we see that the larger the value of d (In p)/rfr, the larger the amplification of an arbitrary, imposed small U. The results (33) and (34) simply make quantitative the results that the perturbation p-i is indeed not significant until dUldr becomes significant enough to make viscosity terms important. (The same is seen for the growth term, when time is included, in Appendix B.) Rewriting (28), by using (27), in the form and noting the small size of the viscosity coefficient 6 in (17), we see that the perturbation on the static density distribution does not become very large until JJ 2 is near q 2 . Again, this is expected, physically. Thus we see that what replaces the condition (iii) that flow occur, in the wind-tunnel analogy is this instability result: we require d (In p)/dT > 0 in the static atmosphere structure. But of course this is precisely the necessary thing for the star to match the ISM conditions. So, while such an equilibrium model of the atmosphere is indeed possible, as described in § Ilia, it is an unstable equilibrium, for all atmospheres that match the ISM conditions at infinity . But the instability arises from any small radial flow, which amplifies outward, if applied where the righthand side of (35) is strongly positive. The static atmosphere is unstable not because it does not match conditions in the ISM (it does match them); nor because thermal velocity reaches escape velocity (it does not, if no chromospheric heating occurs) ; nor because static radiation pressure reaches equality with gravity (it does not) ; nor because of a C/-dependence of radiation-force term (such dependence is negligible until U accelerates to many times thermalphotospheric values, because of an instability arising in some other manner). Thus, the all-important region to study, where such small outward radial flow can possibly arise, is the subatmosphere, where nonthermal convective, pulsational, differential rotational motions can exist. It is here that the boundary conditions must be applied; and these consist simply of the £/ out compatible with such nonthermal storage.
We must then ask what happens to such flow. Does it dissipate energy and stop somewhere, or does it find a sufficient energy supply to accelerate the flow to produce a matter-flux from the star? To this question, we now turn.
IV. OUTWARD EVOLUTION OF THE INSTABILITY-AMPLIFIED FLOW
From § III, we see that the presence and outward-amplification of U does not appreciably affect the p-distribution until dUjdT is large: this follows from either the explicit stability result or directly from (14). The same comment holds for the effect of nonradiative terms in (13). So we can simply use (35) with r e o(r) and pq(t) to obtain U{t) up to heights where dU/dr becomes important, which, from (28) or (35), is where U 2 approaches q 2 . Thereafter, the terms labeled "kin" in (13) add to the J term to cause S-in first approximation B(T)-to change from the radiative-equilibrium solution (cf the TCB approach of Gebbie and Thomas 1971) . But for (35) to remain valid, q 2 must increase outward sufficiently rapidly that always q 2 > U 2 . The viscosity term on the right-hand side of (35) prevents discontinuity but cannot suffice to match negative (q 2 -U 2 ) in the sense of preventing fluctuation of dU/dr about q 2 ^ £/ 2 , if q 2 does not rise sufficiently rapidly; thus the invalidation of (35) by dU/dt becoming nonzero. The behavior of the flow would then become that of the unstable transonic regime, which is unstable against production of acoustic waves which amplify to shocks, which then disappear by dissipation. An illustrative set of photographs of such transonic flow around spheres demonstrates the phenomena clearly (Charters and Thomas 1945) . The flow around the sphere corresponds to the converging-diverging nozzle; the same phenomena can be seen in ordinary nozzles.
Thus we see that two problems remain: (1) how to describe the acoustic waves produced in the transonic region; (2) how to produce the outward rise in T e , hence in q 2 . We see that the local production of acoustic waves corresponds to a local energy loss from the macroscopic flow, which can go into increasing T e , but not usually locally. Thus the two problems are closely related. We consider them in order.
a) Stability of the Outward Flow against Acoustic Dissipation
Depending upon how we visualize the energy-exchange process in the possible production of such waves, we have a choice of two approaches. On the one extreme, we can assume that the radiative processes keep the waves in T e equilibrium with their local environment, in accordance with our assumption on the main flow being fixed by the radiation field. On the other extreme, we can assume the waves are adiabatic. Because our immediate interest lies in the initial phases of the flow (the increase of (7 to a few times the initial thermal velocity), we consider the first alternative in the present paper. We emphasize our full awareness of the incompleteness of this restriction; here, we are simply interested in showing the physical picture of the production of the waves.
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Then by contrast to the perturbation on the static atmosphere investigated in § III, we now investigate the perturbation on the steady outward flow given by (27) and (28). We denote the steady-state solution of these equations by subscript zero, so U Q , p 0 satisfy those equations. Then we look for perturbations U=U 0 + U l9 (36a) P = po + Pi ;
holding, as before, T e (hence q), r p, g as fixed only by r, hence not varying as in (36). We also assume that the only contribution to the viscosity terms comes from the derivative of U 09 not of Ux. We neglect products of U l9 px. Then adding the time-derivative terms to (27) and (28),
The steady-state equations, to which the perturbations are to be applied, are equations (27) and (28) with partial, instead of total, r-derivatives, and with subscripts zero on all quantities. These equations are then to be subtracted from (37) and (38), in which (36) have been inserted, to obtain the equations in Ux and p x . These are, using Q= q z -U 2 + 2a6 dU dr Then from (37) : and from (38) where T dpx dpx dU 0 dp 0 TT o^Ux n apoU° ~ ~dt + ap0~d 7 pl + apo~d^ Ui + ap° !h insert (43) into (40) and (41) 
The real and imaginary parts of (45) then give us two equations among the four quantities c, rj, y, 8. The imaginary part of (45) gives us the desired relation for generation-propagation. We obtain €l/o = -y(l +r), where = (QolUoXvPo -idpo/dr) + po(U 0 rj -R/lUp) -(QolUofopo --^dpo/dr) + U 0 dp 0 ldT + p Q (8 + R/IUq) (47) (48) Deep in the atmosphere, U 0 is small and Q 0 [U 0 is large; hence we have there r # -1. From (47), we see that no waves propagate; there is no acoustic radiation loss for any values of rj and 8.
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Higher in the atmosphere, where U approaches q, Q 0 becomes very small. An acoustic radiation loss corresponds to waves propagating away from their origin, and amplifying outward, and diminishing inward. To accomplish this, we require r¡ and S > 0, from equation (46). The quantity r increases positively in the upper atmospheres from its low-atmosphere value of -1. If it reaches zero, we see that the propagation velocity is just t/ 0 , which is expected in this region where Uq ~ q\î the waves are indeed acoustic.
So we see that indeed this outward flow, £/ 0 > is unstable against the production of acoustic waves as the flow enters the transonic regime U 0 ~ q. This is an energy loss from the flow; but we note that the outward going waves amplify, for the same reason that Uq amplifies (decreasing atmospheric density). So, we turn to the energy balance in the atmosphere.
b) Atmospheric Energy Balance
Section III shows that any small disturbance in the subatmosphere will produce a flow that amplifies outward. But we also see that this flow takes its energy from the thermal energy stored in the gas; our results require U Q to remain close to q (as in Bird's [1964] original work), at least until the escape point. So the question is: what sources provide this thermal energy? We see that these are at least three: (i) non-LTE heating; (ii) transonic heating; (iii) subatmospheric wave-production and dissipation. We summarize these in turn.
i) Non-LTE Heating
From the references in § \lb we see that from this effect alone T e cannot rise above about ^eff-To assess the corresponding rise in q 2 , thus in C/ 2 , the important quantity to fix is then T e (min). This quantity is presently badly known, because of the inadequacy of treatments of non-LTE line-blanketing simultaneously with this non-LTE rise in T e . For example, in the Sun, very approximate LTE and non-LTE calculations suggest r e (min) in the range 4000-43,000 K, while unpublished "empirical" data suggest 3500 K (Hall, Lena, and Noyes 1976) . Thus with T qU near 6000 K, we obtain a possible increase of some 507 o in q 2 . For r eff about 15,000 K, models (Auer and Mihalas 1969; Gebbie and Thomas 1971) again give a similar 50% rise in q 2 . Such rises in q 2 are hardly sufficient, energetically, to carry U to escape values; but they suffice to provide a significantly large atmospheric region across which U can rise, while staying in the transonic regime, to activate (ii) below. The energy for this non-LTE rise in r e , thus in q and £/, comes directly from the local radiation field by photoionization maintaining T e , and elastic electron-atom collisions maintaining q from T e . Physically, the process corresponds to heating the walls along a nozzle.
ii) Transonic Heating
Transonic acoustic heating is well known. Our interests here focused on showing that the {/-flow is unstable against such acoustic-wave production when it becomes transonic, not before. The limit on the energy production is set by the rate at which the local heating-by photoionization or by viscous dissipation-can balance such acoustic emission without decreasing T e , which would decelerate the flow. There are two important characteristics of this process : the acoustic radiation is a loss from the flow at some lower atmospheric level, but a gain to the flow at some upper atmospheric level where these acoustic waves become shocks. Because the density decreases between these two atmospheric levels, it is possible to have the process provide a net energy gain, per unit volume, for the flow. Thus, this process (ii) can in principle provide the energy for a continued acceleration throughout the region where the flow is transonic. By our above physical arguments, this transonic regime must hold up until the right-hand side of (28) vanishes, which is the so-called expansion point. There U can leave the transonic and enter the supersonic regime. Whether this occurs in practice must await the detailed application of the mechanism proposed here.
iii) Subatmospheric Wave Production
This is the process familiar in the Biermann-Schwarzschild convective-acoustic process for the solar chromosphere-corona. The actual quantitative application is still incomplete; neither the convective model nor the acoustic radiation from it is satisfactory. It is also conceivable that sources other than convective may be equally important (Ulrich 1970; Leibacher 1971 ; Wolff 1972) . We note only that both this acoustic emission and our suggested t/-flow arise in the same subatmospheric regions; and presumably a complete theory for whatever is the subatmospheric nonthermal kinetc energy storage will predict each, and the relative importance of each. This subatmospheric wave production is usually taken as adequate, by itself, to produce the solar chromosphere-corona; but because of the stated uncertainties, this is largely an act of faith.
Which of the above three possibilities, singly or in combination, suffices to accelerate the initially produced {/-flow to the observed stellar-winds = matter-fluxes remains to be shown. We know only that such matter-fluxes exist for all stellar types; we have shown that the initial flow requires something other than radiation pressure; so one or several of these subatmospheric storage-induced mechanisms must work. We also note, as Lucy has emphasized, that with only coronal-thermal-acceleration, the very hot stars require T e ~ 10 7 K to match the observed matter-fluxes. Thus it is possible that the {/-gradient effect on radiative-force, as suggested by CAK, might 920 CANNON AND THOMAS Vol. 211 be additionally operative after the initial acceleration. The problem remains to be investigated, from this viewpoint.
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APPENDIX A MATHEMATICS FOR TRANSITION-ZONE AND OUTWARD FLOW
The transition-zone characterization of the stellar atmosphere refers to the transition from a configuration of the subatmosphere, which is quasiadiabatic for macroscopic nonthermal energy storage modes and linear nonEquilibrium for microscopic thermal modes, to a configuration of the interstellar medium, which is completely an "open" system macroscopically and nonlinear nonEquilibrium microscopically. Thus, the particular equations formulated must have a transition character capable of describing the transition just stated. We develop these, starting with the microscopic aspects, proceeding to the macroscopic.
I. MICROSCOPIC EQUATIONS
We start with the Boltzmann equations for both particles and photons because we can make no a priori specification of either configuration (TE, LTE, etc.), which we shall see is specified by assumptions on the right-hand side of the Boltzmann equations, nor on storage modes (thermal, nonthermal kinetic, etc.), which are reflected in the left-hand side. Then in terms of distribution functions defined relative to the local rest frame of the particles: a) Particle Boltzmann Equation (Thomas and Athay 1961) dF e ,\y v .
dFe , NT / _ dQ\ dF e _ ^ _ dCj
J ViFeiTjdV] = 0, 2 (^ -^«) = particle elastic collisions + particle inelastic collisions e'>y'*<x + particle-photon interactions.
F e represents the number of particles in internal energy state e having velocity (F { + CJ at point x t at time f. ^ represents processes of type a carrying a particle from (e, F*) to (e', F/); and @ a represents the inverse process. Q represents the systematic velocity; V u the "random" or "thermal" (in a generalized sense) velocity. The Boltzmann equation in the rest frame of an observer, expressed in terms of f e (Vi = F¿ + Q) instead of in terms of F e (Vi), results from equation (A0) simply by setting equal to zero and their derivatives, and replacing F by/. The advantage of the local rest frame lies in the greater ease of evaluating the interactions on the right-hand side of (A0) in the local rest frame rather than that of the observer.
b) Photon Boltzmann Equation (Simon 1963) /ia/ v \c dt + 2^ §)(
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Sth represents that familiar part of the source function coming from absorption-emission processes as contrasted to the purely scattering, a v J v part (see Thomas 1965 , for details on S th ). Since Q are the components of C, and since /x/v are components of 7 V , C 7 is the component of C along 7 V . We have the following relation between quantities in local rest-frame system (unprimed) and observer's system (primed) :
Again, we obtain the Boltzmann photon equation in the observer's rest frame by setting Q and its derivatives equal to zero on the left-hand side of (A3), but rewriting dr v and S v in terms of velocity-dependent quantities. In any particular situation, one obviously hopes one can simplify both equations and solutions by averaging over distribution functions to obtain equations in some few macroscopic parameters, the state-parameters, whose distribution over the gas suffices to compute all microscopic distribution functions. In the homogeneous extreme of Equilibrium thermodynamics (ET), we have only the thermal (microscopic) mode of energy storage; and temperature, density, and total volume suffice for state parameters. In any other situation, the system is usually not bounded, nor are any component parts isolated, so volume is not specified and we must be content with local microscopic distribution functions and possibly nonthermal storage modes for energy. Thus we recognize a twoparameter scheme for simplifying the equations to model any given physical situation:
One parameter describes the particular configuration; it depends upon what simplification one imposes on the microscopic reactions on the right-hand side of (AO) and (A3). ETL-adiabatic 3 results if one imposes rigorous isolation and homogeneity on each small volume element of the gas, and in essence considers infinitely-fast relaxation times for all microscopic reactions. We impose = & a for all e, F i5 a, detailed balance in all reactions. There are no fluxes; F e and 7 V are rigorously ET; Ci is constant for the volume element. ETL-thermal results if one requires F e and 7 V to be independent of fluxes, which are permitted, and permits directional, but not angle-averaged, deviation from ET distribution functions. In each of these varieties of ETL, those averages over the right-hand side of (AO) and (A3) that correspond to such degrees of isolation give zero contribution to the equations resulting from such averaging, if all interacting particle-photon terms are included. If one fails to include photons in any sum over energy states, e, of the particles, one will apparently obtain a radiation-force term from the right-hand side. However, if photons are included in the sum, the radiation field appears as a contribution from the left-hand side, as radiation pressure, exactly parallel to the gas pressure. Radiation pressure has no more to do with particle-photon interactions than gas pressure has to do with particle-particle interactions. In each case, the interaction free path must be sufficiently small that these ETL conditions are met: both particles and photons must be "effectively-confined" ; but given that condition, the actual interaction cross sections are irrelevant. Gas pressure and radiation pressure alike represent thermal energy storage terms. Equally, if in the right-hand side of (AO) for elastic collisions, and (A4) for photon-particle collisions, one admits non-ETL for particle and photon distribution functions, hence non-detailed balance in direction-integrated reactions, one must consider interactions and the details of cross sections. Then, both gas and radiation-pressure terms are supplemented by others, as detailed in the following.
The second parameter in the simplification scheme for the Boltzmann equations is the particular nonthermal storage quantity, which, with its possible storage modes, depends upon what one introduces for ^ in the left-hand side of (AO), and what one imposes on Q. Purely thermal storage modes result from setting = grad <£, with </> the gravitational potential, and setting Cj = 0.
In the present application, we are interested in comparing the cases of thermal (Q = 0) and nonthermal kinetic energy (Q ^ 0) storage in the subatmosphere (ETL), and in the several atmospheric regions (non-ETL in the general sense) produced by such storage modes. We retain throughout all subatmosphere, atmosphere, ISM regions the assumption that a kinetic temperature exists and is the same for all kinds of particles. Then this assumption corresponds to ETL-thermal for particle microscopic velocity distribution functions, and we have the usual Chapman-Cowling small perturbation on F e : and the definitions F P = F pa 1 + 2 A > V > + 2 B^V Á i i t J j ePu = ern e n(,ViV¡) = e /?Sy + ,
= 2 ePiiß , i 
for the various averages over F e . Summing these quantities over e drops the left subscript e. Then (A8) leads to
For our present purposes, it suffices to consider a gas of just one kind of neutral atoms, but having the internal energy states, e. For photon distribution functions, the ETL-therm configuration characterizing the subatmosphere requires:
The LTE-i? configuration, or weaker ones, characterizing the atmosphere simply remove all these restrictions. The non-LTE-AE configuration removes Sierra = B v (T e ).
It is not at all clear that this ETL-thermal approximation suffices for F e throughout the ISM and all atmospheric regions. But assuming that it does, the occurrence of a chromosphere-corona essentially marks evolution from regions where and/or hi are unimportant, to where they are important, in representing mechanical energy thermal dissipation, as contrasted to simply radiative thermal loss from compression accompanying div C ^ 0. Then the radiation-pressure models contrast with the chromospheric models in imposing = 0 everywhere', chromosphere-coronal models require p^ # 0 in those regions where C r gradients are large enough for mechanical dissipation of energy. Such regions may be very small; but their presence is essential. In spite of giving very abrupt changes in V(r), none of the radiation pressure models explicitly shows their results maintain small relative to other terms retained, because they exclude all such terms from their equations.
II. MACROSCOPIC EQUATIONS
From the above discussion, we are assuming that the state-parameters of the gas are : Q and T e for kinetic energy, given p to represent the mass-concentration ; € e for internal energy states of particles ; and J v or / v for photon energy states. Generally, both e e and J v are infinite sets, unless they can be represented by a few parameters. Thus the essential difference between subatmosphere and atmosphere lies in the fact that the state parameters are local in the subatmosphere, where e e and / v are locally specified by T e and p, but state parameters are non-local in the atmosphere, where e e and J v are generally coupled and in even the most favorable case require the distribution of T e and p over the atmosphere to specify their values at a single point. Also, the set of state parameters is finite in the subatmosphere; it may or may not be, in the atmosphere.
Then recognizing that the kinetic energy of the gas is given by <jn(Ci + Fi) 2 > = <w(Ci 2 + ICiVi + Fi 2 )>, with Ci constant at a given point, we successively multiply (10) 
This form of the equations exhibits clearly their dual role of describing the evolution of the storage quantities and the transport of the fluxes, with the relation between them. Braces with subscript 1 describe temporal evolution of storage quantity; those with subscript 2, spatial evolution, which is measured by the nonthermal spatial flux j = component of nonthermal flux of Q is: Fj(Q) = C¡Q ; (A25) subscript 3 designates terms describing "interaction" between adjacent volume elements; the right-hand-side terms represent interactions within a given volume element, the divergences of the state fluxes. Continuing our assumption that collisional terms satisfy ETL, there remain only radiative terms on the right-hand side which can be represented tabularly as in Table 1 (assuming S v is independent of ^). We see how the radiation-interaction terms, which depend on particle-photon interaction cross-sections through dr^ds, occur on the right-hand side. If, as mentioned, we write the corresponding equations for photons, from (A3), and then combine their sum with (A22)-(A24), these radiation-interaction terms are replaced by radiation-storage and radiation-evolution terms. For this purpose, we need only multiply (A3) successively by 1 and and integrate over v and Q. We obtain: (A24) with (A27) under ETL or non-ETL, and (A23) with (A26) under non-ETL, gives the result mentioned: those particle-photon terms depending on cross sections disappear, leaving simply the various storage and flux terms for the radiation field. The radiation-pressure terms appear in parallel with gas-pressure terms, and radiation-viscosity terms in parallel with gas-viscosity terms. Which kinds of equations one prefers to use in any given circumstance simply depends on which one thinks makes it easier to obtain a good physical picture.
APPENDIX B
In several colloquia given on this paper, there have been objections to calling the time-independent analysis of § IIIc a perturbation treatment. One argues that a time-dependent term should be introduced in U and specifying the growth rate. However, in the problem as posed-where T e is held fixed at the radiative-equilibrium value appropriate to r-one already knows the answer: viscosity provides the only damping term. Thus, there is no timedependent growth or damping until the £/-gradients become large enough to provide such viscous dissipation. And this linear analysis of § IIIc is not intended to explore such large values of grad U that the viscous terms enter; it is intended only to show that (7^0 provides an outward amplification of U if density decreases outward. Section IVa shows that given this nonlinear solution of U amplifying outward, there also occurs a dissipation by transonic acoustic waveproduction, which may then provide energy input to the motion higher in the atmosphere.
The above verbal argument on time-dependence is readily seen by introducing, instead of (32), £/ = C/x exp (At -tut) ,
Pi = Pn exp (At -/o>r) .
These are to be inserted in the time-dependent equations (37) and (38), instead of the time-independent equations (27) and (28). But in contrast to the discussion of § IVa, we impose perturbation about £/ = 0. We impose A as real, in conformity with § IIIc, but allow co to be complex. Again we use (44) 
Because we are in the region where all velocities are small compared with q, and thus also the viscosity terms are small, we see that A ~ -P or -T;
and before any mechanical heating sets in, P » T; so we obtain the result (33) of § IIIc. Furthermore, the growth rate 8 is, by (B4), * ~ ~(cîr) 2 \ a6po ' (B8) or negative, proportional to the viscosity, as said at the outset.
